Part two of the book consists of a collection of diverse comments on aspects of Flyvberg's position. Not only does Theodore Schalzki assert that social science has already abandoned the attempt to emulate natural science, but he also argues that Flyvberg and other political scientists should not give priority to analyzing power but should also pay attention to gender, identity, culture, rationality and the naturetechnology-society constellation. Brian Caterino argues that Flyvberg's focus on strategic power which is predominantly coercive neglects communicative power, a type of power constituted by "the ability to orient and bind action through mutual understanding"~138!. In an interesting essay Mary Hawkesworth points out that rather than framing the debate between natural science and social science we should be asking "To whom do we want political science to matter? For whom, on whose behalf should it matter? What are the consequences of political science mattering? To what end?"~154!. This section ends with a chapter by Steward Clegg ponderously teasing out a nexus of power, history and imagination, and Leslie Paul Thiele discussing why the work done by psychologists and neurologists on tacit knowledge and intuition in practical judgment matters to political science.
The chapters in part three of Making Political Science Matter explore the practices of political scientists. Peregrine Schwartz-Shea comments on the challenge researchers face in becoming capable of handling various methods in light of the American Political Science Association Task Force's support of specialization of university programs and the psychology of ingroup-outgroup mentalities among political scientists~219!. Gregory Kasza offers a way graduate studies can respond to make political science matter to students-to reflect on their own lives, study the lives of others~history!, and read political theory. David Kettler's reflections on Franz Neuman's study of the separation of political theory and empirical political science in the 1950s and 1960s, and Nueman's interesting work on bureaucracy and power, highlight how far contemporary political science has strayed from mattering to anyone. Finally, in the context of identifying connections among control and freedom and governance Timothy Luke emphasizes that we must ask Flyvberg's question "Where are we going?" Luke's answer is that "where we are going is tied to a subpolitical expertise, or a tacit consent to trust scientific experts and business owners to do what allegedly is best for the common good in accord with prevailing scientific and business practices"~237!. Yes, the methods of political scientists certainly matter! 
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